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Standards - References

- IEC 62305-1 Protection against lightning. Pat 1: General principles. Edition 2.0. 2010-12

- IEC 62305-2 Protection against lightning. Pat 2: Risk management. Edition 2.0. 2010-12

- IEC 62305-3 Protection against lightning. Pat 3: Physical damage to structure and life hazard. 

Edition 2.0. 2010-12

- IEC 62305-4 Protection against lightning. Pat 4: Electrical and electronic systems within structures. 

Edition 2.0. 2010-12;

- IEC 62858  Lightning density based on lightning location systems (LLS) – General principles. Edition 

1.0. 2015-08;

- EN 50536 Protection against lightning-Thunderstorm warning systems, May 2011

- IEC 61400-24 Wind turbines – Part 24: Lightning protection. 2010-6
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Protection Measures IEC 62305-1

7.1 Protection measures may be adopted in order to reduce 
the type of damage

7.2 Protection measures to reduce injury of living being by electric
shock;

7.3 Protection measures to reduce physical damage;

7.4 Protection measures to reduce failure of electrical and 
electronic systems
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7.2 Protection measures to reduce injury of 
living being by electric shock;

- adequate insolation of exposed

conductive parts;

- equipotentialization by means of a 

- mashed earthing system;

- physical restriction and warning notices;

- lightning equipotential bonding (EB)
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7.3 Protection measures to reduce physical damage;

Protection is achieved by the lightning protection system (LPS) 

which includes the following features:

- air-termination system;

- down conductor system;

- earth termination system;

- lightning equipotential bonding (EB);

- electrical insulation (and hence

separation distancie) against the

external LPS
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7.4 Protection measures to reduce failure of 
electrical and electronic systems

Possible protection measures (SPM) include:

- earthing and bonding measures;

- magnetic shielding;

- line routing;

- Isolating interfaces;

- coordinated SPD systems
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Protection measures shall be designed according with the

Lightning Protection Level (LPL)

- for the purposes of standard 62305 four LPL (I-IV) are 

introduced;

- for each LPL a set of máximum and mínimum lightning

current parameters is fixed;
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Maximum values of lightning parameters according to LPL

LPL I shall be not exceded, with a probability of 99%;

LPL II probability of 75%;

LPL III and LPL IV probability of 50%;

used to design lightning protection components:

- cross-section of conductors;
- thickness of metal sheets;
- current capability of SPDs;
- separation distancie against dangerous sparking;
- to define test parameters simulating the effects of lightning on such
components (see Annex D)
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Maximum values of lightning parameters according to LPL
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Minimum values of lightning parameters and related
rolling sphere radius corresponding to LPL

The mínimum values are used to derive the

rolling sphere radius in order to define the

lightning protection zone LPZ 0B which cannot
be riched by direct strike.
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S1: flashes to the structure; S2: flashes near the structure

S3: flashes to the lines connected
to the structure

S4: flashes near the lines connected
to the structure.

According with IEC 62305-1, (5.1.2), the following situations shall be taken into account, 
depending on the position of the point of strike relative to the structure considered:
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Producing three basic type of damage:

D1: injury to living beings by electric shock;

D2: physical damage (fire, explosión, mechanical destruction, chemical
realise) due to lightning current effects, incluiding sparking;

D3: failure of internal systems due to LEMP.
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And the following types of loss:

L1: loss of human life (incluiding permanent injury);

L2: loss of service to the public;

L3: loss of cultural heritage;

L4: loss of economic value (structure, its content, and loss of activity)
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Areas of probable lightning strike (red), LPL I, sphere 20m 
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879,58m

Collection Area AD

AD =π.879,58m^2=2,43.10^6m^2 

NG=2,2

CD=1 (Isolated structure:

no other objects in the vecinity)

ND = NGx ADx CD = 5,35

Number of dangerous events ND

IEC 62305-2 (A.2.4)
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Collection Area AM: Flashes strinking near the structures (m^2)

879,58m

In this case Area AM (500m) is incluided in AD (879,58m) 

IEC 62305-2 (A.3)
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If applicable, by analogy, the Standard IEC 61400-24: Wind

Turbines - Part 24: Lightning Protection, the Collection Area AM

became a 250m wide circular crown
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Earthing System (LPS 1)

Has been adopted a 

B configuration with a 

ring diameter D =2re ≥

if not lr = l1 – re
lv =( l1 – re)/2
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CRANE

Power Supply
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Conclusions

Has been selected:

- Lightning Protection Level I

- Air termination formed with wires

- Earthing System type B

- Power suply inside the structures

- DPS type I at the entry of variable speed

- DPS type II at the entry of motor


